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Cycle 2 - Passing & Receiving - Session 2

Organisation - Warm up in 3's, Dont want to see players stood
on cones.
1 - Middle player comes under ball to receive plays bounce it
pass and then turns dribbles and plays with other player.
2 - Middle player plays with end man who receives and plays
long to other player, middle player then runs to support and
continues.
See what Passing & Receving principles the boys can
remember from previous session.

Warm up (15 mins)

Organisation - Group split into 3 groups of 5 if not enough just
have less dribblers.
Yellows - Pass around the diamond - Triggers of movement
away from the cone ( Defender )
Pass with pace and accuracy, Good body position to receive, 1st
touch towards next pass.
Blues - Passing through the dribblers, breaking the lines with
our passes, Middle man to always receive to play forward and
can move anywhere to get on the ball, Passes may need to be
quicker at times to get through tight gaps. P = Allow rotation of
players positions.
Whites - Dribblers to dribble from one blue end to the other, Its
NOT a race, get lots of touches of the ball and do not travel in
straight lines, use as many parts of the foot as possible. Head
up as much as possible.

Diamond, Dribble, Five (20 mins)

Organisation - 4v4 End zone game, Each team attacks 2 goals
and defends 2 goals.
Encourage players to switch the play to find the space to dribble
1v1 or create 2v1 situations.
Passing & Receiving
- Movement to support teammate ( body positioning to receive )
- Pass with speed and accuracy
- First touch - towards space / away from defender
- Safe side passing
- What will help us to play quicker? Support, quality of pass,
awareness
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